The Art of Drawing for Beginners

Wednesday 1:45 – 3:30

Instructors:

Johnny Law- artfulamputee@aol.com RITA BALLEJOS – rballejos1@msn.com

Schedule for fall term

September 16  Class introduction, Basic strokes
September 25  short video, working with basic strokes
October 2   introduction to the compass, short video
October 9  using the compass to make Mandalas and yin&yang
October 16  1 point perspective, short video
October 23  drawing a room with furniture using 1 pt. perspective
October 30  how to use a grid in drawing a picture, short video
November 6  drawing a picture using a grid
November 13  Making greeting cards
November 20  show class projects

Supplies for class

1. Sketch Book
2. Graph paper ¼ inch
3. Math Compass
4. Ruler 12 inches
5. Pencils
6. Waterproof pens